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OUR BRAND NEW VIDEO: A PSA From The 99 Percent
John Sellers, The Other 98% via uark.edu to jbennet
info@other98.com
Will you help us spread the word?
Dear Dick,
Two weeks ago, we began training 100,000 people in nonviolent direct action to take back our economy.
Last week we opened up a can of 99% whoop-ass on Tax Day.
This week we're going to jump all over 2 of America's biggest Tax Dodgers - GE and Wells Fargo - at their shareholder meetings.
Welcome to the 99% Spring. Today we're releasing a hard-hitting video call to action with our allies - and we want YOU to watch it and tell your friends.  
The video is called 'A Public Service Announcement from the 99%' - and it's just that: a call for members of the 99% to stand up and fight back together. We think it's one of the best videos we've ever helped create - and we hope you'll agree.
Can you take a minute to share our video on Facebook, tweet about it on Twitter, and maybe even forward this email to your friends?
We recently joined the 99% Power coalition, a team of economic justice advocacy groups that are continuing the story from where the 99% Spring left off: directing people to actions they can take in their own communities. We'll be targeting corporate shareholder meetings and engaging in May Day mobilizations - and we want you to join us.
Watch our new video and spread the word today.
Thank you for all you do to this movement real.
Sincerely,
John Sellers, The Other 98%
The Other 98% is making democracy work for the rest of us. Like what we do? You can donate to support this movement right now.
Our website is [http://other98.com/](http://other98.com/). This email was sent to jbennet@uark.edu.

“Lawmakers Unite with Activist Groups to Press for Constitutional Amendment on Citizens United”
Suzanne Merkelson, News Report, NationofChange April 21, 2012: Each member echoed Sanders, especially focusing on the momentum building across the country for such an amendment. Hawaii, New Mexico, and this week, Vermont, have all passed resolutions in their state legislatures calling on Congress to overturn Citizens United. They’re joined by over 147 cities nationwide that have passed resolutions. The summit highlighted the Resolutions initiative spearheaded by Public Citizen
and other organizations, aimed at passing local resolutions the week of June 11.


MoveOn's 50 Ways to Love Your Country
How to Find Your Political Voice and Become a Catalyst for Change
Available now as a paperback and an enhanced audiobook

With more than 2 million members, MoveOn.org Civic Action is at the cutting edge of a new model for political activism and is able to mobilize thousands of volunteers and millions of dollars. Now, MoveOn takes its message offline with MoveOn's 50 Ways to Love Your Country in an effort to jumpstart an even broader civic dialogue and inspire all to become involved in our political process.

Written by MoveOn members across the country, from Hawaii to Maine, from political figures to teachers, each essay shares a compelling personal story and most include an action item with resources for taking inspiration a step further. Simple ideas are illuminated, such as "His Last Vote," about a dying man's wish to cast a ballot, as are more dynamic actions, such as "Start a Petition," which chronicles a couple's quest to protect wolves from trappers in Alaska. MoveOn's 50 Ways to Love Your Country answers the question that more and more citizens are asking: "What can I do?"

NEW! Enhanced Audiobook
Available on 4 CDs, 1 MP3-CD or as an audio download

We managed to corral nearly all the book contributors together to make an original recording of their essays for the audiobook. There's the familiar sound of Al Gore's voice right alongside the less familiar voice of MoveOn's Eli Pariser, backed by the grassroots chorus of the dozens of ordinary extraordinary citizens who contributed.

Sound Sample: Kathryn Blume reads from her description of the Lysistrata Project experience and her one-woman show called "The Accidental Activist."

Listen using standard CD or MP3-CD players and audible-ready download devices, or play in a PC or Mac computer with a CD or
DVD drive to listen and use enhanced files. The MP3-CD is programmed for DAISY players used by visually handicapped listeners and conforms to the CEA/APA Audiobook Format. This audiobook is a great resource even if you have the print book.